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Postsecondary education is perhaps the social domain in which English is most. China Learns English: Language Teaching and Social Change in the Peoples Republic of China. A study of language learning strategy use in the context of EFL. We anticipate more innovations and reforms in the months and years to come. China learns English: Language teaching and social change in the Peoples Republic. English in China today The history of education in China began with the birth of the Chinese civilization. Nobles often hired schools to teach the youth nobles were divided into lower and upper classes. Liu Zhi (scholar) wrote texts to help Hui learn Arabic China Learns English: Language Teaching and Social Change in the Peoples Republic. English in education in China: policy changes and learners' needs. ABSTRACT: Since the establishment of the Peoples Republic, China has undergone tremendous changes. The last half-century in China has seen tremendous changes in language policy. Since then, the emphasis on learning English has continued. China Learns English: Language Teaching and Social Change in the Peoples Republic. New. English Language Education in China: A Review of Selected...